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March 2011 – This edition of ASPRS - St. Louis Region newsletter reports on recent industry 

and professional organization reaction, published in a variety of sources, to the Federal 

Communication Commission’s (FCC) decision to allow LightSquared, a mobile wireless internet 

company, to broadcast signals that are feared will be severely detrimental to  the United 

States Global Positioning System (GPS) capabilities.     This information will be updated as 

LightSquared and the GPS industry and user community responds to the Federal 

Communication Commission order for a solution by June 2011. . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Wireless 4G Broadcaster May Interfere With GPS Signals  
Thu, 03 Feb '11 

FCC Grants Licence For 40,000 Watt Transmitters On Adjacent Frequencies 
The FCC has granted a license to a company called LightSquared, which plans to offer 

4G wireless broadband services nationwide. But studies show the service may severely 
interfere with GPS navigation, according to one GPS industry source. 

A report on the GPS World website indicated that the GPS industry offered data to the 

FCC showing that LightSquared's operations could cause GPS receivers to "cease to 
operate" in areas near the the 40,000 watt transmitters the company plans to erect. 

GPS manufacturers Garmin and Trimble both contributed to the report "Experimental 
Evidence Of Wide Area GPS Jamming" which was presented to the FCC. 

The manufacturers found that a Garmin GNS 430W lost its fix in open sky more than five 

statute miles from one of the transmitters, and interference was detected at nearly 14 
SM. The testing was conducted using simulated GPS signals representing a constellation 

of 31 satellites, and the Lightsquared transmission was simulated to actual technical 
specifications, according to the report. 

The FCC decided to waive its own rules and permit Lightsquared to broadcast in the L 

Band despite potential interference. In its final ruling, the FCC does admit that 
interference with GPS is a "significant concern," and that the interference issues "must 

be addressed" before LightSquared could light up its wireless network. But since the 



interference would stem from transmissions in the authorized spectrum, rather than the 

GPS band, the FCC "expects the GPS industry to work expeditiously and in good faith 
with LightSquared to ameliorate the interference concerns." 

 

Lightsquared has said it will "work with the GPS industry" to determine which GPS 

receivers would require "filtering so that they don't look into our band." There is no 
mention as to what those filters might entail, or at what cost to those who own the 

equipment. 

LightSquared hopes to have its 4G wireless network up and operating by June 15th of 

this year. 

FMI: www.fcc.gov, Jamming Report , www.lightsquared.com 

Portions Copyright © 1999-2011 by Aero-News Network, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

FCC: Bandwidth expansion must not interfere with GPS  
Network operator must work with users on assurances 

By Dan Namowitz 

A communications network operator whose plan to expand its use of the radio spectrum triggered 
concerns about interference with GPS signals must not proceed until it assures GPS users and 
regulators that no conflict exists.  

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued an order Jan. 26 imposing compliance 
requirements on mobile-satellite services network operator LightSquared as a condition of authorizing 
its use of bandwidth close to the frequencies used for GPS. 

AOPA requested assurances from the FCC in a Jan. 14 letter from Senior Vice President of 
Government Affairs Melissa Rudinger that potential threats to general aviation’s extensive use of 
GPS be thoroughly investigated before authorization is granted. GPS forms the backbone of the 
FAA’s Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen). The FAA has also expressed concerns 
about potential signal interference. 

The FCC’s order details steps that LightSquared must take to assure that its technology does not 
conflict with GPS navigation signals.  

“LightSquared states that it would accept, as a condition of the grant of its request, the creation of a 
process to address interference concerns regarding GPS and, further, that this process must be 
completed to the Commission’s satisfaction before LightSquared commences offering commercial 
service,” the order said. “Further, LightSquared commits to working diligently and cooperatively with 
the Commission, NTIA and the Federal agencies, and the GPS community to help resolve the 



interference issues through a rigorous process that can address these issues in a comprehensive 
manner.” 

Under the order, FCC staff will assist in setting up the working group.  

The FCC set a Feb. 25 deadline for LightSquared to make an initial report on the process. The 
commission also ordered monthly progress updates until a final reporting deadline of June 15. 

LightSquared issued a statement about the order on its website. “To assure that its rollout of full 
commercial service will satisfy the concerns about the possibility of inadvertent harmful interference 
to certain GPS devices, LightSquared pledges a diligent effort to work with all interested parties in an 
open and comprehensive process to address those concerns,” the company said. 

  



 

Data Shows Disastrous GPS Jamming from FCC-Approved Broadcaster 

 
February 1, 2011Representatives of the GPS industry presented to members of the Federal 
Communications Commission clear, strong laboratory evidence of interference with the GPS signal 
by a proposed new broadcaster on January 19 of this year. The teleconference and subsequent 
written results of the testing apparently did not dissuade FCC International Bureau Chief Mindel De 
La Torre from authorizing Lightsquared to proceed with ancillary terrestrial component operations, 
installing up to 40,000 high-power transmitters close to the GPS frequency, across the United States. 
 
The document describing the testing states that the Lightsquared initiative “will have a severe impact 
on the GPS band” and “will create a disastrous interference problem for GPS receiver operation to 
the point where GPS receivers will cease to operate (complete loss of fix) when in the vicinity of these 
transmitters.” 
 
On January 26, the FCC waived its own rules and granted permission for the potential interferer to 
broadcast in the L Band 1 (1525 MHz—1559 MHz) from powerful land-based transmitters. The 
company, Lightsquared, has already said it will work with the GPS industry to see which GPS 
equipment needs "filtering so that they don't look into our band." The FCC wants to start the testing 
process on February 25 and have it completed by June 15, 2011.  "It's a fast process," noted 
Lightsquared executive vice president for regulatory affairs and public policy Jeff Carlisle. 
 
Prior to the decision, representatives of the U.S. GPS Industry Council and two prominent GPS 
manufacturers, Garmin and Trimble, presented a report, “Experimental Evidence of Wide Area GPS 
Jamming That Will Result from LightSquared’s Proposal to Convert Portions of L Band 1 to High 
Power Terrestrial Broadband,” to five members of the FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology, 
including its chief, two members of the FCC International Bureau, one from the Public Safety and 
Homeland Security Bureau, and two from the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau. 
 
Click on the following link for a full PDF of the Experimental Evidence of Wide Area GPS Jamming 
http://www.gpsworld.com/gnss-system/signal-processing/lightsquared-jamming-report-11030  
 
The document conveys results of testing on a common portable consumer automotive navigation 
device and on a common general aviation receiver The consumer GPS device began to be jammed 
at a power level representing a distance of 3.6 miles (5.8 kilometers) from the simulated LightSquared 
transmitter. The consumer device lost a fix at 0.66 miles (1.1 kilometers) from the transmitter. 
[cid:image001.jpg@01CBC2C5.3377B4A0] 
 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-certified aviation receiver began to be jammed at a 
distance of 13.8 miles (22.1 kilometers) and experienced total loss of fix at 5.6 miles (9.0 kilometers) 
from the transmitter.  
[cid:image002.jpg@01CBC2C5.3377B4A0] 
During the laboratory testing, GPS signals were simulated by a Spirent GSS 6560 GPS simulator, 
representing a constellation of 31 GPS satellites, the current configuration. LightSquared’s signal was 
simulated using a Rhode and Schwartz SMIQ-03S signal generator with digital modulation, amplified 
to achieve the relevant signal strengths. Full technical specifications and parameters are described in 
the Experimental Evidence document linked above. 
 
The industry report concludes: “As shown by the Garmin testing described in this document, the 
proposed LightSquared plan to add 40,000 high-powered transmitters in the band adjacent to GPS 
will result in widespread, severe GPS jamming. This will deny GPS service over vast areas of the 
United States.” 

 

 



THE NEW SCIENTIST MAGAZINE  

THE !EW SCIE!TIST MAGAZI!E (ELECTRO	IC VERSIO	)  published a related  article, “GPS chaos: How a $30 box can 

jam your life” at 21:00 06 March 2011 by David Hambling  available at  (http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn20202-

gps-chaos-how-a-30-box-can-jam-your-life.html) that describes the nearly catastrophic results when the GPS signal was 

jammed in a 	avy exercise in San Diego.  

Satellite Technology Feature Article 

March 03, 2011 

LightSquared and USGIC Filed First Joint Report to FCC 

By Madhubanti Rudra, TMCnet Contributor 

LightSquared, a provider of wholesale-only nationwide 4G-LTE (News - Alert) network and satellite coverage 
and the United States Global Positioning System (GPS) Industry Council (USGIC) announced the filing of their 
first joint report.  

As a result of the formation of a technical working group, the report was required by the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC (News - Alert)). 

LightSquared and USGIC worked cooperatively to produce the report and filed to the FCC on Feb. 25. The 
report outlines the key milestones for the overall analyses that they plan to conduct together.  

The United States Global Positioning System (GPS) Industry Council (USGIC) represents the interests of the 
satellite navigation industry manufacturers and users. The USGIC serves as an information resource on GPS 
technology and applications to the United States and international governments on national and international 
policies, regulation, and practices affecting market-driven innovation in the satellite navigation-based 
technologies and applications. 

According to an FCC waiver granted last month to LightSquared (News - Alert), the company is allowed to 
integrate terrestrial broadband network wireless services with satellite communications.  

However, the company was required to complete an interference study and submit it to FCC. The grant required 
several interested parties who use neighboring radio spectrum to establish a working group to fully study 
potential interference concerns and, in particular, to identify any measures necessary to prevent potential 
interference to GPS. 

In the release, LightSquared revealed that the next report will be filed in March, and it will provide the FCC 
with details about test plans and procedures. Joint filings providing progress reports will be delivered to the 
FCC each month, with the final report due June 15. 

Through a separate release, LightSquared announced that it closed on $586 million of debt, led by UBS AG and 
JP Morgan (News - Alert). In the release, the company said that it will use the proceeds of the financing for 
general corporate purposes, which include constructing its 4G-LTE-wholesale network. Over the last seven 
months, LightSquared reportedly raised more than $2 billion in debt and equity. 

From Directions Magazine: LightSquared Update 3/3/11 

Representatives of a wide variety of industries and companies have formed an ad hoc “Coalition to Save Our 
GPS.” The group (website under development, white paper [pdf] with contacts from a law firm and a PR firm) 
encourages the FCC to ensure GPS will continue to work despite concerns about the impact of LightSquared 
network.  The group wants these remedies from the FCC: 



1. The FCC must make clear that LightSquared’s license modification is contingent on the outcome of the 
mandated study. That study must be overseen by a strong neutral observer, not by an interested party. 
 
2. The FCC should make clear that LightSquared and their investors should not proceed to make any investment 
in operating facilities prior to a final FCC decision. 
 
3. Further, the FCC’s finding that “harmful interference concerns have been resolved” must mean “resolved to 
the satisfaction of preexisting GPS providers and users.” 
 
4. Resolution of interference has to be the obligation of LightSquared, not the extensive GPS user community of 
millions of citizens. LightSquared must bear the costs of preventing interference emanating from their 
devices—GPS users or providers should not have to bear any of the consequences of LightSquared’s actions. 
 
5. This is a matter of critical national interest. There must be a reasonable opportunity for public comment of at 
least 45 days on the report produced by the working group and further FCC actions on the LightSquared 
modification order should take place with the approval of a majority of the commissioners, not at the bureau 
level. 

ASPRS (pdf)  (actually ACSM editor) filed Applications for Review on the matter with the FCC as did  U.S. GPS 
Industry Council (USGIC), Lockheed Martin Corporation, the General Aviation Manufacturers Association 
(GAMA), and Aviation Spectrum Resources, Inc. (ASRI). 

MAPPS (pdf) sent a letter to the chairman of the FCC: 

MAPPS respectfully suggests the LightSquared application should not receive expedited treatment. Instead, the 
commission should terminate review of this application and incorporate it within the current MSS Broadband 
NPRM/ROI ET Docket No. 10-142 in order to provide adequate opportunity for public comment and openly 
reviewed analyses. 

 

 



Related Discussions by ASPRS  Region Directors’ e-mails: 

 

As discussed at the (Saint Louis ASPRS Region) board webinar on February 9, 2011, there’s 

excitement among the aviation community about LightSquared setting up transmitters that 

interfere with GPS signals.  GPS navigation is a huge part of aviation navigation as you all can 

well imagine.  I just made a GPS approach to Rapid City this morning on a flight from Spearfish, 

SD as part of an instrument flying lesson.  A precision approach.  Can’t imagine what would 

have happened if interference sends those needles all over the place…  I might have gotten 

better acquainted with some South Dakota soil…☺ 

Paul Harwig 

 

 

At Seiler Instrument and Trimble - we are well aware of this company and the potential 

problem that it might have on GPS Signals.  Our managers at Seiler Instrument have asked 

Trimble to look into this and comment on it once all testing has been completed. 

Thanks, 

Jay 
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